ANCHOR HOCKING ACADEMY OF BEER

Tasters

and Shots

Tasters and shot glasses from
Anchor Hocking offer an
excellent opportunity for any
establishment to pre-sell or up-sell
their beverage service by providing
truly unique presentations that can be
tailored to any décor.

Table

Service

Professional
Snifter
Barbary Beer
Taster
93013 • 5 oz.

The perfect glass for any beer tasting situation or event.
This beautifully designed piece offers truly unique clarity
that allows for the beer’s color to shine!

Perfect
Portions
Mini
90063 • 3 oz.

Uniquely designed and crafted to provide any
establishment with a new element above and beyond
simply beer tasting! This glass can be used with both
the wooden serving paddle or the Perfect Portions
Flight Carrier (See below).

Taster Glass
2283Q • 3 oz.

A truly versatile glass that fits in with any setting! The
simple shape allows for multiple uses from beer taster, to
shot glass or even as a mini-dessert glass.

A competitvely priced and uniquely shaped small
capacity drink glass. Very versatile piece for any type
of tasting event.

A glass designed by the whiskey industry for the whiskey
industry. This beautifully crafted, crystal glass taster is
the ONLY glass you will need for a truly enjoyable
whiskey service.

Barbary Beer Wooden
Serving Paddle
90038

The open mouth of this
tuliped-shaped glass brings
the aroma of stronger beers
to life. The rounder mid
section of the glass allows
the beer to warm which
will intensify the flavor.
Recommended Beers:
Trappist-style, Bocks &
Fruit Beers.

The multipurpose shape
of this glass performs two
main functions by trapping
the aroma and maintaining
a larger head versus other
shapes. This creates a
visually stunning presentation
of beer. Recommended
Beers: Scottish or Belgian
Ales & Barleywines.

F1729 • 14 oz.

These glasses are typically
used for lower aroma beers
that are served at colder
temperatures. The tall,
narrow shape helps contain
the beer’s aroma.
Recommended Beers:
Lagers.

The clarity of this trumpetshaped glass helps capture
the sparkling effervesence
and color of the beer while
containing the beer’s head.
The design of this glass
adds a touch of class to any
table setting.
Recommended Beers:
Canadian Ales.

165270 • 13 oz.

Grandezza
Wheat Beer

Flared
Pilsner

This tall, thin glass provides
room for the often thick heads
that typically come from wheat
beers, this helps trap aroma
and is a visually pleasing
service presentation.
Recommended Beers:
Wheat Beers.

The wider mouth of this
glass helps expand the
aroma of the hops, while
the tall, slimmer body helps
keep the beer cooler for
a longer period of time.
Recommended Beers:
Pilsners.

140-00-50 • 11.75 oz.

Glencairn
Whiskey
Taster

A wooden beer serving paddle that can accommodate
4 each of the 5 oz Barbary Beer Tasters (item # 93013)
to deliver an authentic beer service presentation

See Pages 31-36 For Our Full Line of

Service

Tulip
Glass

Empire
Pilsner

This metal flight carrier can fit 4 pieces of the Perfect
Portions Mini Martinis (item # 90063), 4 pieces of the
Glencairn Whiskey Taster (item # 355-00-31) or 4 pieces
of the Barbary Beer Taster (item # 93013).

Draft

Berlin
Beer

Stemmed
Beer

90074

90051A• 5 oz.

355-00-31 •

This is not your uncle’s
brandy or cognac snifter.
These wide-bowl,
stemmed-glasses are
the perfect options for
capturing the aromas
of strong ales.
Recommended Beers:
Belgian Ales, Indian Pale Ales,
Barleywines and Stouts.

90249 • 12 oz.

Perfect Portions
Flight Carrier

Solace

205-00-18
14.75 oz.

These medium-sized
capacity glasses allows for
an establishment to provide an
upscale service presentation
when serving increasingly popular
craft beers that are often served
in bottles.

90245 • 13 oz.

These larger capacity glasses are
essential for today’s beer service,
especially for establishments offering
a large assortment of draft beers.

Pilsner

80436 • 23 oz.

90243 • 20 oz.

Typically used in many
beer establishments as the
all-purpose draft beer glass,
available in 23 oz and 20 oz
capacities (item # 90065).
The shape of this glass helps
accentuate the aroma of
many types of beer, but
especially effective with
wheat beers.
Recommended Beers:
Wheat Beers and Lagers

English
Pub Glass

Barbary
Beer

An excellent all purpose
beer glass with a slight ridge
toward the top of the glass
as a type of grip. This shape
is most popular in British
pubs and offers an authentic
look to any beer service.
Recommended Beers:
English Ales

93011 • 16 oz. not shown
Taller and slightly narrower
than the standard pint glass,
the wide mouth accentuates the
aromatics of the beer being
served. Recommended Beers:
Amber Lagers and Ales.

90244 • 20 oz.

93010 • 20 oz.

Pub Glass

Pub Mug

90248 • 16 oz. not shown
The German version of the
English Pub Glass, also
available in a 16 oz capacity
(item # 90248). The major
difference is the top of the
glass tends to flair inward to
help contain the abundant beer
head found in German Beers.
Recommended Beers:
Pilsners and German Ales.

90251 • 16 oz. not shown
The traditional North American
beer-drinking vessel of choice
with an upscale flair. These
mugs are available with a
typical round base or even a
more upscale looking square
base (item # 90251). The
narrow mouth helps contain
the beers aroma while the
handle limits hand contact
which may warm up the beer.
Recommended Beers:
German Ales and
Light Beers.

90247 • 20 oz.

90250 • 16 oz.

Beer Mugs, Pilsners, Tasters and Shots

